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CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS AND HARMONIC ANALYSIS

IN SPACES OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

BY

D. G. DICKSON

ABSTRACT.  If H is the topological space of functions analytic in the

simply connected open set ft of the plane with the topology of compact con-

vergence, its dual may be identified with the space  E of functions of expon-

ential type whose Borel transforms have their singularities in Ü.   For / in H

and  <p in  F, (f*4>)(z) = (/><£  ) where  <f>    is the z-translate of  <p.   If /j^O

in any component of ft, f *cp = 0  if and only if cb is a finite linear combination

of monomial-exponentials  zp exp (coz) where  o> is a zero of / in  Ü of order at

least p + 1.   For such / and  \p in E, f * <p = \ji is solved explicitly for <p.   If

E is assigned its strong dual topology and  T(cp) is the closed linear span in

E of the translates of 4>, then  r(<p) is a finite direct sum of closed subspaces

spanned by monomial-exponentials.   Each closed translation invariant subspace

of E is the kernel of a convolution mapping <p — f *tp; there is a one-to-one

correspondence between such subspaces and the closed ideals of H with the

correspondence that of annihilators.

1.   Introduction.   Let Q be a nonempty open set in the complex plane with

a connected complement in the extended plane.   Let E be the linear space of

entire functions of exponential type whose Borel transforms can be continued to

Q, the complement of 0.   For / analytic in 0 and <p in E, the convolution of /

and A is defined by

(l*4>)iO = ~\\yfizHriz)dz

where <pr is a continuation of the Borel transform of the  ¿-translate <f>, of <p,

and where y is a finite chain of simple closed curves in Í2 about the singularities

of the Borel transform of A.   We find here the general solutions in E of the

equations

(1) / * </i = 0,    and

(2) /*</> = xP

where xp is in E.
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When /  is not the zero function in any component of Q, then the solutions

of (1) are the finite sums of the form

72

(3) Z pAz)expiCkz)
fe = i

where each £fe is a zero of / in fl and each p,  is a polynomial of degree less

than the order of £fe.   For such an /, convolution by / maps E onto itself and

all solutions of (2) may be written explicitly.   Solutions for general / are given

when they exist.   The subspace of E spanned by the translates of (3) is the

space spanned by the monomial-exponentials zp exp(£,z) where p varies from

0 to the degree of p..

If H is the topological linear space of functions analytic in Q with the

topology of uniform convergence on compacta, then E is its topological dual.

H is reflexive, so E is assigned its strong dual topology.   Our convolution is

then defined in terms of the duality by (/ *d>)(£) = (/, cpr).   Let rief) be the

closed linear span in E of the translates of eft.   When fl is connected, rief) is

either the finite dimensional space described above or is all of E.  In all cases,

ricp) is a finite direct sum of closed subspaces spanned by monomial-exponentials.

r(d>) Z E if and only if d> satisfies (1) for some / Z 0.   Each closed translation

invariant subspace of E is the kernel of some convolution mapping, and there is

a one-to-one correspondence between such subspaces and the closed ideals of H.

The mapping from H into E defined by convolution with a fixed function in

E is examined briefly in the last section.

With a different representation of the dual of H, Kó'the ([5, p. 47] and [6,

p. 434]) studied equations which are equivalent to (1) and (2) using duality. The

mapping equivalent to our convolution was studied as the adjoint of the multipli-

cation mapping g —> gf of H into itself.  We show the equivalence by showing

that multiplication is adjoint to convolution.   Köthe finds solutions of the

equation equivalent to (1) and shows the existence of solutions of the equation

equivalent to (2).   Our methods of solution are constructive and do not use a

topological structure on E or the fact that H and E are dual.

If 0 is a disk with center at the origin and radius r, then E is the set of

entire functions of exponential type less than r, and convolution of   cp by ¡iz) =

2a zn has the form of the infinite order differential operator 2and>(n'(z).   In

this case, results similar to those obtained here regarding the solutions of (1)

and (2) were originally given by Muggli [7] with an alternative derivation given

in [3].  If Ö contains the finite set of points {oj.j and fix) = 2a..zJ expía f)

is a finite sum, then convolution of cp by / has the form of the difference-

differential operator 2a . .d>" Xz + a ■).   In the general case considered in this

paper, ß is not assumed to be convex or connected.
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In a sense, the problems studied here are dual to the usual studies of analytic

mean-periodicity where solutions / of (fíw + z), AÍw)) = 0 for A of exponential

type are characterized when 0 is the entire plane making H ttanslation invariant

[4], [9], or when H is specialized so that the equation has meaning for f in H

and 2 in some restricted set [2].   In our case, H is not translation invariant

while E is invariant.

2.   Preliminaries.   An open and connected set in the plane will be called a

region while the complement in the plane of a set S will be denoted by S.

Generally, the topological dual H   of H is identified with the set of functions

that are locally analytic on the complement of 0 in the extended plane and

vanish at infinity.   That is, H   is the set of equivalence classes A* of function

elements ÍA, S) where S is a region containing £2,  S   is bounded, and where A

is analytic in S with <piz) —> 0 as z—► «>; two function elements are equivalent

if their functions are equal in some region containing fi.   The duality is given by

(/, A*)= Í2m)~l j'  fíwícpíw)dw where / e H,  Q,, S) £ A*, and y is a finite chain

of simple closed, positively oriented, rectifiable curves in 0 O 5 with Q in the

exterior of y and S   in the interior of y; distinct curves of the chain are in dis-

tinct components of 0.   These facts are detailed by Köthe in [5, p. 375].

Since the complement of ß in the extended plane is connected, the Fourier

transformation <piz) = (ez, A* ) where í (w) = e       permits an identification of

H   with the set of entire functions we have denoted by E.   Specifically, if each

function of a function element in <p* has the series development Z   n\a /zn+1

about infinity, then cpiz) = 2   a^z"; the former series is called the Borel trans-

form [l] of A and is the analytic continuation of the real Laplace transform of

A.   The equivalence class corresponding to a A in E is then A*.   With E as

the dual of H, the duality is given by (/, A) = (/, A*).

If iß| is the set of components of Q and if H . is the topological linear

space of functions analytic in Q. with the topology of uniform convergence on

compacta, then H = U H., the topological product of the H¿.   If E. is the dual

of H., then E = ©E., the direct sum of the E.. H and the H. are F rechet and

Montel spaces.   Since they are Montel spaces, they are reflexive and we will

consequently assign the strong dual topologies to E and the E. when topological

considerations are required.   E is then the topological direct sum of the E..

If / is in H and / = {/.j, then, as usual, / ¡4 0 means that /. 4 0 for some

i.  We will write / # 0 to denote the fact that /■ 4 0 for each i.  While theorems

requiring / # 0 generally follow from the case when / ^ 0 and 0 is connected,

the proofs are the same, so they are given in the more general form.

For A in E we will say that i<p, S, y) is cA-admissible (for the duality)

when (r/i, S) e A* and y is chosen as above.   C will denote the set of complex
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numbers, and for d> in E  and ¿^ in C the  ¿-translate of ef> is d> p) = epíz + £).

For i/r and cp entire functions, the resultant or "finite" convolution of i/z and d>

is given by ixfi ° ep)iz) = if/iz) ° epiz) = fzifjiz - w)epiw)dw.

The first two lemmas will permit the formulation of the definition of convolu-

tion and the definition of some useful functions in H.

Lemma 1.   For £ in C,  the mapping ef> —» cp , maps   E onto E.   Further, if

ep£E with Q>, S) in cp* and fyiz) = e^zep\z) - e^zo 0(£), then (0?, S) e <p*.

Proof,   cp, is clearly of exponential type.   Since the Borel transform is

given by the Laplace transform for z large and real, the Borel transform of d> r

for such z is given by

J~ e-^epit +Odt=  lim    tf+R ez( ̂ cpiw) dw
R— oo      ^

=  lim    f^+R eza-w)cpíw)dw-eízoepiO.

R~~J°

The integral from 0 to £+ R may be replaced by the sum of integrals from 0

to R and from R to £+ R.   For z greater than the type of cp, the limit of the

first integral is e ^epXz) while the limit of the second is zero.   Hence

e ^epXz) - e ** o d>(£) is the Borel transform of ef>, for z oí large modulus.   This

function cp, is analytic in S since the second term is entire.  Hence (cp,, S) £

cp*, and the mapping d» —» d>, is into E.   The mapping is onto E since d> is the

image of d>_».

Definition 1.   For f in H and d>   in  E, the convolution of / and d> is the

function on C defined by (/ *d>)(£) = (/, cß,).

Since the finite convolution e ** ° d>(£) is entire, by choosing icp\ S, y) to

be di-admissible, it follows from Lemma 1 that

(4) (/* <f>M) = ¿ j   e^fíw)%íw)dw = (e^fíz), epíz)).

If C e Û. then e ̂  e E and iiz - £)~ K C - {£}) is in ie 5*)*; then

(/(z), e^z )= fiC) by Cauchy's theorem.   Of course we also know that (e    , epiz))

= d>(0  for all  (in   C.   If  t £ Q  and / £ H, then ífíz) *etz)iÇ) = e ty(i)

by (4).

Lemma 2.   If if/ and cp are ¿r? E tf ith Qj, T) and iep, S) in ifi* and cp*

respectively, then yj ° eft is in E with Qjcp , U) in i\jj ° cp)* where U is the

unbounded component of T O S.

Proof.   The usual proof for Laplace transforms shows that the Borel
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transform of xp ° <p tot z of large modulus is xpq>, and this product is analytic in

U which contains 0.

It follows from Lemma 2 that if £ £ 0 and ($, S) £ A*, then Q>iz)/iz - Q,

S-\£\) is in (e k o ctí(z))*.  In particular, e & o ^(2) e E when ¿ e Í2 and 0 e E.

This observation permits the formulation of the following definition.

Definition 2.   For f in H and A in E, the function T.A from Q into C is

defined by (T/fp)(# = (/(z), e & o $2)).

Then T.t/i e H.   For suppose {eu and (</!, S) e <£*.  Choosing y so that

(rp, 5, y) is c/radmissible and so that Ç is in the interior of y, we have

{T,W0 = Wil-—7-dw

which is analytic in a neighborhood of £.

3.   Representations of solutions.  In this section we will find all solutions

of (1) and (2).

Theorem 1.   For f in H the mapping <p—*f*A maps E into E.   Further, if

A £ E with Q>, S) in A*, there exists an co with (to, S) in (J * A)   and a = [A — TjA

on il n S.

Proof,  Suppose (<p, S) £ A*.  For each 2 in 5 choose y   so that (cp, S, y )

is r/i-admissible and 2 is exterior to yr<   Define

If    fiw)Aiw)
coiz) = ^—.   I     -d.w.

2m Jy      z - w
z

co is well defined by Cauchy's theorem and is analytic in S.   It is clear from (4)

that / * A is entire and of exponential type.   For 2 large, real, and outside of

y = y , the Borel transform of f *A is given by

Í7 e'ZtWi iy etwfiuHiw)dwdt = ¿ fy fivHiw) J7 e-^-^dtdw

f(w) <f)(w)1 f
2tri J-)y   z - w

- dw =» <oiz).

The absolute convergence of the second integral with respect to / justifies the

change in order of integration.  Since a> is analytic in S, / *<p is in E.

Suppose now that £ e ß n S.   Choose y and y   so that Ç, is in the exterior

of y and in the interior of y   and so that each of (rp, 5, y) and (<p, S, y) is cri-

admissible.   Let S be a small, positively oriented circle about £, in ß n S not

intersecting y or y .   Since (ç>(z)/(2 - £), S — \Ç\, y) is e ^ ° <ri(z)-admissible,
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Writing this integral as the sum of integrals over 8 and y, the right member is

fiC)%iO - coiO-

Theorem 2.   For / #0 ¿72 H, the mapping ep —, f *cp maps E onto E.   Further,

if i/j £ E and Q¡, S, y) is  xfj-admissible with the only zeros of f on or interior to

y in S,  and if

.  . .       If   ezwifjiw) ,
Wp)   = o—: -7—.-dw,

° 2772  Jy      ¡l„\277¿ Jy     jtw)

then f * cfiQ = if/.

Proof. For each z in S choose y so that iip. S, y ) is ip-admissible with

the only zeros of / on or interior to y in S and so that z is in the exterior of

y2.   Then

riiz) = .   . .-r dw
Jyz fiw)iz - w)

defines a function which is analytic in S,

ifjf.  as given in the theorem is entire and of exponential type.   Its Borel trans-

form for z large, real and exterior to y is f^e~zttfj it)dt.   Writing \fjQ  as in the

theorem, changing the order of integration, and performing the integration with

respect to / shows that this transform is r¡.  Since 77 is analytic in S, (71, S) £

Choose 8 in the exterior of y so that (77, S, 8) is i/r.-admissible.   Then

(/ * ip0)iz) = (ezwfiw), ip0iw)) = ¿ J8 ezwfíw)r¡iw)dw

= _L /.-/MÍ-  f   J^L-dtdw
2m H       <      277/ Jy f(t)(w _ t)

dtdw-_L f î^_L f e'wf^
~ 2ni Jy fit) 2ni it    w - t

= _L  f   ezt4>it)dt = <ezi, 0G)> = tfjiz).
¿ni Jy

We will use the terminology polynomial-exponential for a function of the

form piz)e^z when p is a polynomial; when p is a monomial we will say such

a function is a monomial-exponential.  The zero function is to be included as a

monomial-exponential.
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Definition 3.   For / # 0 in H let {£ k\ be the zeros of / in Q and let 7zzfc + 1

be the order of £k.   Let zif) = \i£k> p)\ 0 <p < m¿, p integral!.   A polynomial-

exponential p. (z) exp(£jz) belongs to / in ß if pk is of degree at most m^.

The zero function belongs to each / in ß.

Lemma 3.   (eQ.  coiz) = zpe iz. / # 0 is in H.   Then f * <o = 0 if and only

if i£ p) £ Zif).

Proof.  Since w(z) = plAz - £)~p~ 1> f *(o = 0 if and only if

f ezwfiw)iw - £)~p~ldw = 0 for all z where c is a circle about £ in ß.   Hence

/ *co = 0 if and only if the pth derivative of ez^fi£) with respect to £ is zero

for all 2.   A simple calculation shows that this condition is equivalent to pl \£)

= 0 for z = 0, — , p, i.e., £ is a zero of / of order at least p + 1.

Theorem 3.  / # 0 is in H and A £ E.   Then f * A = 0 if and only if A is a

finite sum of polynomial-exponentials belonging to f in ß.

Proof.   The fact that such a finite sum satisfies the homogeneous convolution

equation is immediate from Lemma 3.   Assume now that / * A = 0.   Choose

(cp, S) in A*.   Since f *<p = 0, the function co of Theorem  1 is zero and f<f> =

T,<p on ß D S.   T.A/f is meromorphic in ß since   T.cp"  and / are analytic there

with / # 0.   Since cp = T.cp/f is analytic in íl^í, the only poles of T .A/f in

ß are in the compact set ß O S.   Hence T .A/f has only a finite number of poles

in ß.   Let Pk denote the principal part of T.A/f at £,.   Then if (<p, 5, y) is in-

admissible,

1      r        ~ if T.cA(i) .
Aiz) = i- J    e*'cpG) a"/ = i- J     ezt-L—dt      *     f   e" £ P. (/) A

2m J y      r 2mJ y f(t) 2m Jy       **•   fe

It follows that cp*  is a finite sum of polynomial-exponentials belonging to / in

ß.  Since 2P,   vanishes at infinity and is analytic in S, it follows that c/> = 2P.

and (7j is rational.   This observation and our proof give the following corollary.

Corollary.   Let f * A = 0 where / # 0 is in H and A £ E, and let ($, S) £

A*.   Then cp is a rational function and <p = T.A/f in ß.

It is worth noting here that T .A/f is independent of / in the sense that if

/ * A = g * A = 0 for / and g nonzero in H, then T.A/f = T A/g.  That this

holds is a consequence of the fact that each of T xp/f and T A/g is equal to 0.

Corollary.   // / # 0 is in H, then the set of all A in E such that f * A = 0

is the direct sum of the subspaces [zpe^z] where i£, p) e Zif),

Proof.   The fact that the set of solutions is the sum of the subspaces follows

from the theorem.   That the sum is direct follows from the linear independence
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of the monomial-exponentials which may be easily established directly or by using

the remark following the next definition.

The general solutions of (1) and (2) will be given more explicitly in the next

two theorems.   It is also clear from Theorem 3 that if cp Z 0 satisfies a convolution

equation / *ep = 0 for some / # 0, then di satisfies a similar equation where /

is a polynomial of minimal degree; this will be made more explicit in Lemma 4.

Definition 4.   For / # 0 in H, let c,   be a circle in ñ about zero £,   of / in

Í2 containing no other zero of / on or inside itself.   For each k and each non-

negative integer h define F. ,   on E by

1    r   k-CJ'TMt)
F.Acp) = ±-. f   -Í—Í-du

kh  r 2772  JcL fit)
■k

It follows easily from Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 that F.p^expiC z)) =

i!ôA<5 ,  for 0<p <m .
ph   qk —      —     1

Definition 5.   If epiz) = 2£_1p,(z)exp(Xfez) where the Xk are distinct and in

Q and each p.   is a nonzero polynomial of degree d,, then f Az) m n?_.(z - A.)

and oicp) = zifA,

Theorem 4.  / # 0 is in H and ef> £ E.   Then f * d> = 0 if and only if

#2)=        V kh^ J>Jkz

(t,k.h)eZ(f)

-z e

Z(/) may be replaced by oicp) when cp Z 0.

Proof.   The result follows immediately from the representation of d> given

in the proof of Theorem 3 and the observation that

h=0

Theorem 5.  / # 0 is in H.  d> £ E and yj £ E.   Then f *ep ̂  ifi if and only if

epiz) = *Pp) +
F*/>-^   h   lks

ak.h)£z<n
h\

— ze

where yjQ  is as given in Theorem 2   Z(/) may be replaced by oicp - tpQ) when

cpZip0.

Proof.   The result is immediate from Theorems 2 and 4.

It follows from Theorem 1, that if / and g are in H and di is in E, then

(§■ I *ep)~ {&!• $) Slnce T'¡cp is in H, Hence the multiplication mapping g

—*gf in H is adjoint to the convolution mapping di —» / * cp in E.   Since this
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adjoint maps H into itself, the convolution mapping is weakly continuous and so

continuous in the Mackey topology on E; since H is reflexive it is continuous

in the strong topology.   When / # 0, the convergence of a sequence \gj\ in E

implies the convergence of \g  !.   As a result, the adjoint has a continuous in-

verse when / # 0 and the convolution mapping is onto £ as we have seen in

Theorem 2.

Suppose that /= 1/.| with /. in H. and A = 2"<p\ with cp\ in E..   A. may

be represented as Í2iti)~ l¡eZW(¡)íw) dw where the integral is taken over a closed

curve in ß. enclosing the singularities of <p in ß..   From Theorem 1 it follows

that I  *<p   is in E. so 2"/. *A. is the direct sum representation of / *cp\

Consequently, the general solution of (1) is the direct sum of the solutions of the

equations /. *cp* . = 0; these are determined by Theorem 3 when /. / 0 and are all

of E. when /. = 0.   If o is in ß , the set of functions [zpeùlz\ where p runs

through the nonnegative integers can be seen to be total in E. by the Hahn-

Banach and Cauchy theorems.   It follows that the set of all solutions of (1) is

a direct sum of closed subspaces generated by monomial-exponentials.

In general, convolution by / maps E onto the direct sum of the E. for

which /■ ¡4 0.   If xp = 2"i/y. and xp. = 0 when /. = 0, then the general solution of

(2) is the direct sum of the solutions of the equations j. *<p. = xp..   Clearly,

solutions of (2) do not exist when /. = 0 and xp. ^ 0 for some i.

4.   Harmonic analysis in E.   In this section we will record intrinsic prop-

erties of functions in E that satisfy homogeneous convolution equations.   We

will also examine the closed translation-invariant subspaces of E and their

relation to the closed ideals in H,

The principal ideal in H generated by / will be denoted by if).   The set

of solutions in E of (1) will be denoted by Kif).  5X will, as usual, denote the

annihilator or orthogonal space of the subspace S.   ri<p) is the closed span in

E of the translates of cp".

Lemma 4.   cp"  in E is a nonzero finite sum of polynomial-exponentials.   Then

f * á = 0 if and only if f/f, £ H.

Proof.   Assume that A and / .  have the form given in Definition 5.  It f *A

= 0,  then  /cp = T,cp by Theorem 1 and TA e H.   If X,   is a pole of $ of order

dk + 1, then either / is the zero function in the component of ß containing

Xk or / has a zero at A¿ of finite order at least d^ + 1.  It follows that ///. £ H.

Conversely, if f/f^ £ H, then either / is the zero function in the component

containing Xk or Xk is a zero of / of order at least d, + 1.   Hence f *A = 0 by

Lemma 3.
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Theorem 6.   // d> £ E, then each of the following conditions implies each of

the others:

1. / * d> = 0 ¡or some / # 0 in H.

2. cp is a finite sum of polynomial-exponentials.

3. H0) is finite dimensional and is spanned by the monomial-exponentials

it contains.

Proof.   The first condition implies the second by Theorem 3.   The second

implies the first by choosing / = 1 when di = 0 and / = / ,  when cp Z0.

The third condition obviously implies the second.   We now show the second

condition implies the third.   The implication holds when di = 0 since we have

included the zero function as a monomial-exponential.   Suppose that cp Z 0 and di

has the form given in Definition 5.   Let W denote the linear span in E of the

monomial-exponentials z^ expiX.z) where (A,, p) £ oief) = ZifA.   It is obvious

that ricp) C W and so ricp) is finite dimensional.   Since the generators of W are

linearly independent, the dimension of W  is  N = n + 2"oA   To show that ricp) =

W we will exhibit N  linearly independent translates of cp.

Choose T) in C so that the numbers expír¡X) are distinct for i= 1, ••• , «.

We assert that the translates ef>,     for k = 0, • • • , N - 1 form a linearly independ-

ent set.   Suppose otherwise, so that there are c,, for k = 0, • • • , zV - 1, not all

zero with 2c .eßiz + kn) = 0.   Let biz) = 2c zk and /(z) = hie71 z).   Our assumption

on the c,   insures that / # 0 and that / * d> = 0.   Lemma 4 implies that each A,

is a zero of / of order at least d   +- 1,   This fact together with the choice of r¡

insures, by differentiating /(z) = hieriz), that h has distinct zeros exp(r)A.), the

sum of whose orders is zV.   This is impossible since h is of degree N - 1.   We

conclude that W = r{ep) and the second condition implies the third.

Corollary.   // ß is connected, then ricp) is finite dimensional or rief)) = E.

Proof.   If cp is a sum of polynomial-exponentials, then ricp) is finite dimen-

sional by the theorem.   If d> is not such a sum, g * cp = 0 must imply that g = 0;

i.e., (g, cf),) = 0 for all £ implies g = 0.   In this case, riep) = E by the Hahn-

Banach Theorem.

Corollary,   ricp) is a finite direct sum of closed subspaces spanned by

monomial-exponentials.

Proof.   If d> = 2"d>., it is easily verified that ricp) = ®".ricp) where ließ)

is the closed span of the translates of cp. in E..   The corollary follows from the

preceding corollary and the theorem upon recalling that each E. is the closed

span of an infinite sequence of monomial-exponentials.

Corollary,   riep) Z E if and only if f * cp = 0 for some f Z0 in H.
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Proof. If t{A) /= E, the Hahn-Banach Theorem insures the existence of an

//0 with (/, Ar) = 0 tot all £, i.e.,/*cp = 0.

Suppose that f 4 0 and / * A = 0. Then /. *cp\ = 0 for some /. ¿ 0. Then

riA) is finite dimensional in E., and riA) / E.

Lemma 5.   For f in H,  Kif) = (/) .   For f and g in H, f/g £ H if and only

if Kíg) C Kif).

Proof.   The first conclusion follows immediately from a general theorem

concerning adjoint mappings.   More simply, <p £ (/)     if and only if (gf,  A) =

(g, f *A) =0 fot each g in E; i.e., if and only if f * A = 0.

f/g £ H if and only if (/) C (g).   It is easily verified that (J) is closed in E,

so this condition is equivalent to (g)   C if)   ; i.e., K(g) C K(f).

Theorem 7.   // T is a closed translation-invariant subspace of E and g is

a greatest common divisor of the functions in T  , then T = K(g) and T is the

direct sum of closed subspaces spanned by monomial-exponentials.

Proof.   It is to be understood that g is to be taken as zero in any component

of ß in which all the functions in T    are zero.

We may write T =©T. where each T. is a closed subspace of E.«   That

T. is translation invariant follows from Lemma 1.   Hence it suffices to prove the

theorem under the assumption that ß is connected.  Since T is invariant and

closed the following statements are equivalent: A £ T; Ar£ T tot all £;

(t\ A A = 0 for all £; f *A = 0 for each / in TX.   It follows that T = CïKiJ)

where the intersection is over all / in T   ,

If T    contains only the zero f una ion, then, choosing g = 0, we have T =

E = Kig).  Suppose now that TL /, Í0¡.  We assert that T = Kig).  If / e Tx, then

Kig) C Kif) by Lemma 5 since g divides /.   Hence Kig) C T.   Suppose that

A £ T so that / *A = 0 for each / in T .   Since T    ¿ {0|, it follows from

Theorem 3 that A is a sum of polynomial-exponentials.   If A = 0, then A £ Kig).

If A 4 0, then f/f ^ £ H fot each f in T    by Lemma 4; that is, / .  is a common

divisor of the functions in T .   Therefore / ,  divides g, and by Lemma 4 we

have g *<p = 0 and A £ Kig).  Hence T = Kig).  We have seen earlier that Kig)

is a direct sum of closed subspaces spanned by monomial-exponentials.

Theorem 8.   There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all

closed ideals in H and the set of closed translation-invariant subspaces of E.

Ideals and subspaces correspond to their annihilators.

Proof.   Using Theorem 7, we will prove the known fact  [8, for example]

that the closed ideals in E are the principal ideals.  We know that the
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principal ideals are closed.   Suppose that / is a closed ideal, and let T = /   ■

Then T is closed and T   = /.   We assert that T is invariant.   For suppose that

A £ T.   Then (/. A ) = 0 for each / in /.  Then 0 = (e ^/(uz), Aiw)) = (/, Ar ) for

all £ and each / in / = T   .   Since T is closed, (p, £ T, proving the assertion.

Since T is closed and invariant, it follows from Theorem 7 that T = K(g) for some

g in E.  Hence I = T   = Kig)   = ig) by Lemma 5.

The mapping ig) —» Kig) into the invariant subspaces of E is surjective by

Theorem 7.   That the mapping is bijective follows from Lemma 5.   For if Kig) =

Kif), then ig)   = (/)    and ig) = if).   Lemma 5 also shows that the correspondence

is one of annihilators.

5. Mapping E into E by convolution. For completeness we will briefly examine the

mapping of E into E defined by / —» / * cp" for a fixed cp* in E. For simplicity we

will assume that ß is connected and will denote the mapping by * A,  We have

noted that it follows from Theorem 1 that (g, f *A) = (gf, A ) when g and / are

in E.   It follows that (g, / *A) = (f, g *A)  and *A is selfadjoint.

We assert that if / ^ 0 and / * A is a finite sum of polynomial-exponentials,

then A is also such a sum.  For if f *A is such a sum, g * if * <p) = 0 for some

g ¿ 0 in E.   Then (ezwg(w)f(w), Aiw)) = (ezwgiw), if *A)iw)) = 0 and igf)* A =

0. Since gf ¿ 0, A is a finite sum of polynomial-exponentials.

Consider first the mapping *A when A is not a finite sum of polynomial-

exponentials.   It follows from Theorem 3 that if / * A = 0, then / = 0.  Hence * cp*

is injective.  Since * A is selfadjoint, the range of the mapping is weakly dense,

and so dense, in E = r{A).   From the assertion of the preceding paragraph, no

nonzero finite sum of polynomial-exponentials is in the range.   It follows that the

range is not all of E and is not closed.

Consider now the mapping * <p when <p is a nonzero finite sum of polynomial

exponentials.   By Lemma 4, the kernel of the mapping is if A),   If R denotes the

range of the mapping, it follows that if A) - R    since * A is selfadjoint.   By

Lemma 5 and the proof of Theorem 6, R1"L= (f A   = Kif.) = riA).  Since riA) is

finite dimensional and RCR    , R is finite dimensional and closed.  Hence R -

ÁA).
Using Lemma 4 and Theorem 8, it is easy to verify the equivalence of the

following statements where / € E and cp" e E: (1) / *cp = 0 for some cp" ¡4 0; (2)

/ has a zero in ß; (3) (/) ¡¿ E.
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